The method of predicting an unknown target probability distribution via a Gram-Charlier A-series expansion (GCAE) of a user-defined base probability function and cumulants of a known distribution of an auxiliary variable is demonstrated in two applications. Both applications concern predictions of the distribution of tree stem diameters with cumulants of airborne laser scanning (ALS) canopy heights and an index of canopy density as predictors. All predictions were generated in a leave-one-out cross-validation scheme, and statistical inference was based on 100 stochastic predictions of the tree sizes in 308 plots of 400 m 2 . The mean and variance of GCAE-predicted distributions were rarely significantly different from actual values, yet between 19 and 32% of the predicted GCAE distributions were significantly different from the actual distribution. The rejection rate with predictions generated from a simpler DECILE method was, on average, 2.5% lower. GCAE is still recommended due to its potential usefulness. Cumulants of ALS canopy heights are independent of plot area and effective for area-based leastsquares predictions of forest inventory variables.
Introduction
Auxiliary data from airborne laser scanners (ALS) in the form of geo-located return heights have amply demonstrated their value, under a wide range of conditions, as reliable predictors of a suite of important forest inventory variables (Naesset, 2004c; Wulder et al., 2008; Hudak et al., 2009; Koch, 2011) . Limitations to their use are also well documented (Frazer et al., 2010; Gatziolis et al., 2010; Edson and Wing, 2011; Richardson and Moskal, 2011) . With a high spatial density of ALS data, say, .7 returns per m 2 , single 'tree' inventory attributes can be extracted from the ALS data cloud by advanced 'image' processing techniques, at times in conjunction with additional optical data (Maltamo et al., 2006; Forzieri et al., 2009; Lindberg et al., 2010; Vauhkonen et al., 2010) . With lower data densities (0.5 -3 returns per m 2 ), it is common to establish the relationship between derived plot-level ALS data metrics and the target plot-level inventory variable with regression techniques or other forms of modelling (Naesset, 2007; Magnussen et al., 2012; Treitz et al., 2012) .Non-parametric techniques like the k most similar neighbours, which predict desired inventory variables based on similarities in ALS data metrics, also hold promise (Maltamo et al., 2009a; Lindberg et al., 2010; Vauhkonen et al., 2010) .
Information on the distribution of tree size (e.g. height, stem diameter and stem volume) in a forest stand is valued in forest management (Wynne, 2006; Maltamo et al., 2009b) . Several studies have demonstrated that ALS data can be used to obtain reasonable approximations to the plot-level distribution of stem diameters and stem basal areas across a wide range of stand conditions and vertical structures (Gobakken and Naesset, 2004; Bollandså s and Naesset, 2007; Maltamo et al., 2007; Packalén and Maltamo, 2008; Thomas et al., 2008) . Tree-size distributions can be obtained via: (1) regressions of tree size (e.g. diameter, basal area, volume and height) on an assumed height and crown characteristic of putative 'trees' identified in an ALS data cloud (Peuhkurinen et al., 2007; Vauhkonen et al., 2009) , (2) fitting a suitable parametric distribution to observed tree sizes and subsequently predict these parameters from known ALS data metrics (Gobakken and Naesset, 2004; Maltamo et al., 2007; Peuhkurinen et al., 2007; Breidenbach et al., 2008; Packalén and Maltamo, 2008; Thomas et al., 2008) , (3) predict a range of quantiles from ALS data metrics and reconstruct a distribution by linear interpolation (Gobakken and Naesset, 2005; Bollandså s and Naesset, 2007) and (4) direct imputation of a distribution as done in the kMSN and kNN techniques Maltamo et al., 2009a; Vauhkonen et al., 2010) .
Despite apparent success with predicting size distributions with the methods mentioned earlier, it remains difficult to judge, in an objective manner, the achievements. Graphical summaries comparing an observed and a predicted distribution provide a good visual aide to judge the goodness-of-fit when the number of observed trees is large (. 200) but not, as is often the case in practice, when there is a relatively small number of stems on a plot (, 40) . Several authors have used Reynold's error index (Reynolds and Templin, 2004) to portray goodness-of-fit. Unfortunately, the statistical properties of the index remains unknown, and inference # Crown copyright 2013.
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Forestry 2013; 86, 583 -595, doi:10.1093/forestry/cpt022 Advance Access publication 24 July 2013 is limited to a subjective assessment. Moreover, for unimodal distributions, an influential (high-leverage) lack-of-fit in the tail of a distribution contributes far less to the overall index value than less influential lack-of-fit around the mode. As well, comparisons between an observed plot-level total (or mean) and a total (mean) predicted from a calibrated distribution (Gobakken and Naesset, 2005; Maltamo et al., 2007; Breidenbach et al., 2008; Packalén and Maltamo, 2008) do not inform on goodness-of-fit. Even a formal goodness-of-fit test between a predicted distribution and an observed distribution (Peuhkurinen et al., 2007) fails to consider the uncertainty in a predicted distribution. Finally, even an accurate prediction of the parameters in a distribution fitted to field observations does not mean that the predicted distribution is a good approximation to the actual distribution (Thomas et al., 2008) .
The advantage of using a parametric distribution model is the typically low (one to four) number of parameters that have to be predicted. The key disadvantage is a restriction in model shapes. Fortunately, the range of shapes of a parametric distribution model can be expanded by a Gram-Charlier A-series expansion (GCAE) (Johnson et al., 1994, p. 62 ) of a selected base distribution. As in a Taylor-Series expansion (Kotz and Johnson, 1988) , the GCAE requires additional information about higher-order cumulants (or moments) of the target distribution. As the order of a GCAE increases, the approximation to a target distribution is expected to improve (Freedman, 1981) but so does the number of unknown parameters.
This study investigates the utility of a GCAE of a parametric base probability function in the context of predicting tree stem size distributions from ALS first-return data of canopy heights. Our hypothesis is that a Qth-order GCAE expansion (Q ≥ 1) of a suitably chosen base probability function provides improvements in the goodnessof-fit to a target distribution of tree size over and above what can be achieved with the base function. The utility will depend on the magnitude of improvements: are they large enough to overcome the intrinsic limitations of a parametric model?
A Qth-order GCAE of a base function requires estimates of the first Q + 2 cumulants (or moments) of the target distribution. In this study, we predict needed cumulants from cumulants in the distribution of ALS first-return canopy heights. Statistical inference is based on goodness-of-fit tests applied to replicate random realizations of predicted size distributions.
We also demonstrate the power of cumulants of the distribution of ALS first-return canopy heights as predictors of per hectare values of stem basal area and stem volume. We include this demonstration to promote the use of cumulants of canopy height distributions as predictors of forest inventory variables because cumulants of a random variable -in contrast to popular percentile predictors (Naesset, 1997 (Naesset, ,2002 ) -do not depend on the number of returns in a sample plot nor the area of the plot. This independence widens the application domain of a regression model with cumulants of canopy heights as predictors.
Material and Methods

Study areas
Two forested areas in southeastern Norway were selected for this study. 
ALS data
ALS data for Follo were acquired from an altitude of 1200 m above ground level (a.g.l.) under leaf-off conditions on 17, 18 and 19 April 2008 using an Optech ALTM Gemini laser scanner mounted on a fixed-wing PA31 Piper Navajo aircraft. The flight speed was 75 ms
21
, and the pulse repetition frequency was 100 kHz. The scan frequency was 51 Hz, resulting in a point density of emitted pulses of 2.5 m 22 (Table 1) . In Vå ler, the laser data were acquired under leaf-on conditions on 2 July 2010. The data were collected with an Optech ALTM Gemini laser scanner mounted on a fixed-wing PA31 Piper Navajo aircraft and operated at an altitude of 900 m a.g.l. The flight speed was 80 ms 21 . The pulse repetition frequency was 100 kHz, and the scan frequency was 55 Hz. The point density on the ground was 7.3 m 22 (Table 1 ). The ALS data for the two study areas were initially processed by the contractor (Blom Geomatics, Norway). Planimetric coordinates and ellipsoidal height values were computed for all echoes. Ground echoes were found and classified using the progressive TIN densification algorithm (Axelsson, 2000) of the TerraScan software (Terrasolid, 2005) . A TIN model was created from the planimetric coordinates and corresponding heights of the ALS echoes classified as ground points. The heights above the ground surface were calculated for all echoes by subtracting the respective TIN heights from the height values of all echoes recorded. The ALTM Gemini Forestry sensor is capable of recording up to four echoes per pulse. In this study, we used two echo categories classified as 'single' and 'first of many'. Only echoes from a height of 2 m or higher were used in this study. An indicator of the plot-specific canopy density (CD) was constructed as the ratio of echoes from a height of 2 m or more to the total number of echoes.
Field data
Ground-reference (field) data were obtained in 2010 from 154 circular sample plots of size 400 m 2 (radius, 11.28 m) in each of the two study areas. A differential Global Positioning System (GPS) was used to determine the position of the centre of each sample plot. At each plot, all trees with a stem diameter at breast height (DBH, 1.3 m above ground) ≥ 4 cm were measured for DBH and species. The quadratic mean diameter (QMD) was computed as the square root of the mean of squared DBH values. Basal area (BA) was computed as the BA per hectare of the callipered trees. Heights were measured for sample trees selected with a probability proportional to stem basal area, and heights for the remaining trees were predicted using height-DBH models by Fitje and Vestjordet (1977) and Vestjordet (1968) . The volume of each sample tree was estimated using species-specific volume models with DBH and either measured height or predicted height as independent variables (Braastad, 1966; Brantseg, 1967; Vestjordet, 1967) . The ratio of the mean volume estimate for trees with predicted heights and that for trees with measured heights was used to adjust the former volume and height estimates. Mean height of each plot was computed as Lorey's mean height (HT Lor ), i.e. mean height weighted by BA (Loetsch et al., 1973, p. 131) . Total plot stem volume (VOL) was computed as the sum of the individual tree volumes. Each field plot was assigned to a yield class (YC1-YC5, 'hogstklasse'). A summary of the ground-reference data is displayed in Table 2 .
GCAEs of tree-size distributions
The distributions of tree heights (HT) and DBH in a forest stand are known to vary considerably depending on, for example, stand structure, species composition, age, site quality and inter-tree competition. When prior information points to a single or a few parametric distributions (e.g. the Weibull), the analyst is encouraged to fit these distributions to data, and, in a subsequent step, predict these parameters via regression modelling (Magnussen, 1986) . A more flexible and generic approach to the prediction of a tree-size distribution from ALS data metrics exploits the fact that a probability density function ( f (t)) for a wide class of continuous distributions, with known (or predicted) cumulants k, can be expressed by a base probability density function c(t) and its cumulants g, as in the following equation:
(1) (Johnson et al., 1994, p. 26; Billingsley, 1999, p. 121 and 296) . This expression is not very useful. For convenience, the base function c(t) is often chosen as the normal density with a mean and a variance given by f (t), that is, mean m ¼ k 1 , and variance s 2 ¼ k 2 . With this choice, the expansion in equation (1) becomes as follows:
From equation (2), a GCAE of f (t) is obtained after expanding the exponentials and collecting terms according to the order of the derivatives. In practice, the approximation is based on the first few cumulants. For example, a Q ¼ 2 order expansion of f (t) becomes:
where H r (v) is the rth-order Hermite (probabilistic) polynomial in v (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965, Chapter, 22) . If the unknown distribution f (t) belongs to the exponential family, the approximation improves with increasing Q.
The choice of base function c(t) is important. A Gaussian base function is not suited to positive valued random variables. We therefore assessed (by trial and error): a log-normal-, a Weibull-, an inverse Gaussian-and a two-parameter beta-distribution. A beta distribution provided the best overall fit to the observed distributions of DBH and HT (after a site-specific scaling to the interval (0,1)), with a minimum number of rejections of the null hypothesis with an Anderson-Darling (AD) test at the 5% level (Anderson and Darling, 1952) . Thus, c(t) was defined as a beta distribution (Johnson et al., 1995, p. 210) with parameters a and b, a mean m ¼ k 1 and a variance s 2 ¼ k 2 . With this convention, the Predicted from height-diameter models (see section Field data). c Over bark.
Prediction of tree-size distributions
Qth-order approximation to f (t) becomes as follows:
where L r is a Jacobi polynomial of order r and D r is a scalar weight which ensures ortho-normality of the Jacobi polynomials on the interval (0,1). Parameters a and b were estimated by the methods of moments from k 1 and k 2 (Johnson et al., 1995, p. 221) . Details of L r and D r can be found in Abramowitz and Stegun 1965, p. 774-776) and Reinking (2002) .
A motivating example of GCAEs
The ability of a GCAE to approximate an unknown probability distribution is illustrated in the following example. Data (x*) in the form of 400 random draws from a two-component beta-mixture distribution were available. We sought a GCAE approximation with a beta distribution as the base function to the unknown distribution. Histograms of the random draws (x*) are in Figure 1 . The parameters of the two-component beta distributions were (5, 4) and (2, 9) with a mixture ratio of 0.3 to 0.7. The maximum likelihood estimate of the assumed base function (Figure 1 ) is clearly not satisfactory.
In contrast, GCAEs of order 1, 2, . . . , 5 with parameters estimated from x* offered a gradual improvement in fit (Figure 1 ). For example, the log-likelihood improved from 2291 to 2269 as Q went from 0 to 5. However, only the improvements up to and including a second-order expansion were statistically significant at the 5% level (likelihood ratio test). Trends in integrated mean squared error and in the maximum absolute difference in cumulative distribution functions confirmed the improvements in fit. Figure 2 shows the actual probability density function (pdf) of the beta-mixture distribution (black line) and third-to fifth-order GCAE approximations (grey lines). It is clear that the improvement in fit between a fifth-order and a third-order GCAE is unimportant. The pdf of a two-component mixture distribution (black line) and third-, fourth-, and fifth-order GCAE of a base beta distribution with parameters estimated from 400 random draws from the mixture distribution.
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Obtaining GCAEs from predictions of cumulants
According to equations (2) and (4), a Qth-order Gram-Charlier A-Series approximation to f (t) requires an estimate -or a prediction -of the first Q + 2 cumulants (or moments) of f (t) . Consequently the first four cumulants of the scaled (0,1) ALS canopy heights (rLHT) and an index of CD (see section ALS data) served as predictors, in multivariate linear regressions, of needed cumulants of scaled (0,1) stem diameter (t ¼ rDBH) and scaled height (t ¼ rHT). The rth cumulant of a random variable t ′ is obtained as the rth derivative with respect to z of the cumulant generating function log[E[exp(t ′ × z)] evaluated at z ¼ 0. Sample-based cumulants (1,.., 4) of m observations of a variable t are obtained as follows:
Most statistical software packages allow easy access to cumulants. After an extensive model search with transformations (log, sqrt, squared, cubed and inverse) of both dependent and explanatory variables, we chose the multivariate regression model:
where k t ij is a row vector of the first four cumulants of t in the ith plot on site j; b 0j , a length four row vector of site j intercepts; B 1j , a 4×4 matrix of regression coefficients to the first four cumulants of rLHT ij (k rLHT ij ); b 2j , a length four row vector of regression coefficients to the 4×1 row vector of the index of CD in the ith plot on site j; 1 ij , a 4×1 row vector of plotspecific residuals and ⊗, the direct vector (matrix) product (Searle, 1982, p. 265) . To ensure positive predictions of variance, the second cumulant (variance) of t was log-transformed and later back-transformed with a bias-correction (Snowdon, 1991) . Plot-specific predictions of the first four cumulants of rHT and rDBH were obtained in a leave-one-out cross-validation procedure.
An examination of regression residuals in equation (6) revealed a slight, yet consistent model bias in the predicted first cumulantsk t 1i (means) of the two tree-size variables. We pursued various bias-correction methods (Cabrera and Watson, 1997; Chambers and Clark, 2012, p. 112) including Box-Cox transformations (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989, p. 375 ) of the first cumulants of t, without tangible improvements in mean squared errors of predictions.
The GCAEsf The observed tree-size distribution of t ¼ {rHT, rDBH} in the ith plot with n i stems was compared with 100 stochastic replications of n i random draws from the predicted size distribution. Each stochastic replication was generated by n i random draws t * i,j j = 1, ..., n i fromf
where the innovation vector(1 * 1ij , ..., 1 * 4ij ) represents a random draw from a multivariate normal distribution with a mean of 0 and a 4 ×4 variancecovariance matrix of predicted cumulantsV ij (k t ij ) . The latter was estimated via application of the delta technique (Davison, 2003, p. 33 ) and a jackknife estimate of the variance-covariance matrix (Wolter, 2007, p. 151 ) of the least-squares estimates of the regression coefficients in equation (6).
Three statistical tests of equality between: (1) observed and predicted distributions (AD test, Anderson and Darling, 1952) , (2) observed and predicted means (two-sample t-test, Casella and Berger, 2002, p. 409) and (3) observed and predicted variances (Levene's test with corrected F-ratios, Shoemaker, 2003) were carried out for each combination of site, tree-size variable, plot and replication. All tests were conducted at the 100 (1-0.05)% level of significance. To protect against an inflation of the Type-I error rate in multiple testing, we followed the sequentially rejective multiple (Bonferroni) test-procedure proposed by Holm (1979) .
A DECILE method for obtaining approximate distributions of tree size
The prediction of tree-size distribution via the GCAE in equation (6) is a computationally complex task. To gauge whether GCAE offers advantages over a simpler approach, we compared GCAE results to those obtained with a method we call DECILE (Gobakken and Naesset, 2004) . In DECILE, a tree-size distribution is obtained by linear interpolation between nine predicted deciles (10, . . . , 90%) and the two given endpoints (0 and 1) of rDBH and rHT. The nine deciles of rDBH and rHT were predicted via multivariate linear regressions from the first, fourth and eighth DECILE of rLHT, the index of CD, the second cumulant of rLHT and the skewness of rLHT. This set of predictors was selected based on a stepwise forward selection procedure (Draper and Smith, 1981, p. 308) . All retained predictors were significant at the 0.05 level in at least seven of the nine regressions for a given tree-size variable. Results from the DECILE method were subject to the same leave-one-out cross-validation procedure and tests as outlined earlier for GCAE including the n i random draws from 100 random realizations of a predicted DECILE distribution. A multivariate normal distribution cantered on 0 and with a covariance matrix of predicted deciles was again used to simulate random realizations of a predicted DECILE distribution.
Area-based predictions of inventory variables
To promote and demonstrate the power of ALS canopy height cumulants as predictors of forest inventory variables, we generated leave-one-out crossvalidation predictions of Lorey's height HT Lor , the QMD of stem (at 1.3 m), and per hectare values of BA and (VOL) from log-linear models. The models were estimated by non-linear least-squares (Gallant, 1987, p. 26) with the four ALS canopy height cumulants (k 1 − k 4 ) of scaled canopy heights (rLHT), and the index of CD as predictors. Effects of yield class (YC1-YC5) were introduced by discrete indicator variables. Preliminary analyses (likelihood ratio tests Gallant, 1987, p. 591 ) strongly suggested that strata effects were limited to a constant multiplier and to interactions with the first cumulant (the mean) of rLHT. The general form of the employed non-linear models was as follows:
where Y ij is the value in the ith plot on site j of one of the above listed target variables and yc(i|j) is the yield class assigned to the ith plot on site j.
Results
Beta distributions of relative tree sizes
When fitted to observed data of rDBH and rHT -by method of moments -a beta distribution appeared to be a suitable choice as a base function for the GCAEs. The rejection rate of the null hypothesis of equal distributions (5% level, AD test) was 7% in Follo, and 10% in Vå ler for rDBH, and 0% for rHT.
Prediction of tree-size distributions
Gram -Charlier A-series expansions of relative tree-size distributions
Expanding a base beta distribution to a Qth-order GCAE improved, in 9 of 10 cases across sites and tree-size variables, the fit over and above the fit of the estimated base beta distribution. As expected, the improvement increased (slightly) from a first-to a fourth-order approximation. However, improvements in fit were in most cases ( 75%) minor and non-significant. On average the P-value in an AD test increased by 0.02 for an increase of one in the order of the GCAE approximation. As a result, the rejection rates for the predicted diameter distributions dropped from 10 to 6% as the order of the GCAE increased from zero to two. Given the low rejection rates in distributions of rHT, there was no further reduction by a GCAE. Figures 3 and 4 show randomly selected examples of the fitted base beta distribution and the first four GCAEs. The limitation of GCAEs in the current application becomes apparent. An expansion providing an improvement in one part of a distribution may equally worsen the fit in another part. The phenomenon is rooted in the properties of the bounded Jacobi polynomials. When the fit of the base beta distribution was good (P . 0.5), the gain by a GCAE was minimal. 
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Prediction of stem size distributions
Predicted plot-level probability density functions of order Q ¼ 0, . . . , 2 of relative tree size t ¼ (rDBH, rHT) were generated from (leaveone-out) plot-specific predictions of the first four cumulants of t and the approximation in equation (4). Results of the multivariate regressions used for these predictions are in Table 3 for Follo and in Table 4 for Våler. Regressions for predicting the first four cumulants of a relative tree-size distribution were all significant (P , 0.01). All four cumulants of rLHT on both sites were significant as a predictor in at least one regression. Predictions of the first two cumulants (mean and variance) were, in general, more accurate than for higherorder cumulants. In Follo, the index of CD was a significant predictor for the first two cumulants of rDBH while in Våler, CD was also significant for the prediction of the fourth cumulant. CD was not significant as a predictor of rHT in Follo, but in Våler, it explained a significant portion of the variance in the first three cumulants. A comparison of predicted zero-, first-and second-order GCAEs indicated that improvements in fit were mostly unimportant. Rejection rates for a zero-, first-and second-order GCAE varied by at most 2%. Only results based on a second-order GCAE of the base beta distribution function will be detailed.
A summary of the results of testing the null hypothesis of equality in distribution, means and variances between observed and predicted second-order GCAEs of tree-size distributions is in Table 5 . In Follo, the hypothesis of equal diameter distributions was rejected for 19% of the plots, for HT the rejection rate was 22%. In Vå ler, the corresponding rejection rates were 32 and 31%. Lower rejection rates were, in three of four cases, achieved with the DECILE approach. Yet, the average difference was just 2.5%. The rejections were typically caused by an apparent clustering of observed tree sizes giving the observed distribution a 'jagged' look with (mostly) three to four local minima. However, the number of trees per plot was insufficient to reject the null hypothesis of a single mode (dip test, P . 0.2, Hartigan and Hartigan, 1985) .
In the tests of equal means, there was no strong evidence against the (global) null hypothesis in either of the two approaches to prediction. Results for the tests of equal variances were similar. ). Predictors are the cumulants k 1 , . . . , k 4 , and index of CD of plot-level scaled (0,1) ALS first-return heights (rLHT). Only statistically significant predictors (P ≤ 0.05) are listed (t-test with jackknife estimates of error). 
Prediction of tree-size distributions
We did not detect any statistically significant effect of yield class ('Hogstklasse') on the rejection rates (Pearson Chi-square test, Santner and Duffy (1989, p. 218) ). However, in pine-dominated plots (by stem count), the rejection rates were always significantly lower (10 -50%) than in spruce-dominated plots. A spatially more uniform distribution of canopy heights in pine-dominated plots is surmised as the main explanation for this result. The highest rejection rates were in plots dominated by hardwoods.
Nine randomly selected examples of second-order GCAE predictions of the cumulative distribution functions (cdfs) of stem diameter in Follo and Vå ler are in Figures 5 and 6 . For any given DBH, the interval width covered by 100 random realizations of a predicted cdf varies from 0.2 to 0.4, with a mean 0.3. The width of these intervals confirms a considerable uncertainty in a predicted distribution. Results for HT were similar.
A summary of the means and standard deviations in the predicted second-order GCAE distributions of DBH for each area is in Figures 7 and 8 . Although the slopes in the regressions of the average of 100 predictions against the observed value are reasonably close to 1.0 (range, 0.97-1.06), one observes a considerable spread in individual predictions with an average coefficient of variation of 14% in Follo and 18% in Vå ler.
Area-based predictions
Results of the area-based non-linear regression analyses for predicting HT Lor , QMD and per hectare values of VOL and BA from the first four cumulants of rLHT and CD are in Table 6 . They demonstrate fairly accurate predictions. Statistically significant effects of yield class ('Hogstklasse') were limited to QMD and YC5 in Follo, and to YC4 in Vå ler. Both cases suggest a significantly smaller increase in QMD with an increase in the mean of rLHT (k 1 ). Although not used Results are for the second-order Gram-Charlier A-series expansions (GCAE2) and for the distributions based on predicted deciles (DECILE). Multiple (family-wide) level of significance is 0.05. a AD test (Anderson and Darling, 1952) . t-test (Casella and Berger, 2002, p. 409 ). c Levene's test (Shoemaker, 2003) . Forestry as a predictor, the dominant species (by stem count) also had a statistically significant influence on QMD. Plots with a large number of small hardwood stems had a lower than expected QMD.
The regression models for the two sites are quite similar for per hectare values of BA and VOL, but distinctly different for HT Lor and QMD. In Vå ler, CD was a significant predictor in all regressions (Table 6 ). It is apparent that only the first cumulants of rLHT are needed for a reasonably precise prediction of per hectare values of BA and VOL. To our surprise, the models for HT Lor were more complex than models for BA and VOL. Prediction of tree-size distributions 591 Discussion A GCAE of a base pdf in the exponential family extends the range of shapes of a parametric probability distribution. The fit to a target distribution will generally improve with the order of the GCAE. These properties can be exploited in the context of predicting a distribution when individual observations are unknown but cumulants of the target distribution are either known or available in the form of model-based predictions. The advantage of GCAE is flexibility: the expanded distribution can cover a wider range of shapes than the base pdf. If known or predicted cumulants suggest a skewness or kurtosis beyond the range of the base pdf, then a GCAE will capture more of this skewness (kurtosis) than the base pdf. The base pdf is typically chosen as the parametric pdf that captures, on average, the general shape of the distributions to be predicted. For example, with a Weibull distribution as the base function (Magnussen, 1986; Gobakken and Naesset, 2004) , the GCAE approach requires two or three parameters to be determined from the first two or three cumulants via a non-linear minimization procedure (Berger and Lawrence, 1974) .
Limitations of the GCAE approach to the prediction of a distribution became apparent in our study. When the base pdf provides a good fit, further improvements through a GCAE are minimal. When the target distribution is irregular, a GCAE achieves improvements in one part of a distribution, but typically at the expense of a worse fit in other parts. In these situations, improvements by a GCAE are minor. Even when a GCAE accomplished a significant improvement in fit, the practical importance of the improvements is debatable. 
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In the context of predicting a distribution, a more severe limitation of the GCAE approach is the fact that the relative precision of regression-based predictions of cumulants decreases with their order. Thus, in practice, a GCAE is limited to a low-order expansion with a corresponding limited capacity to improve the fit beyond that of the base pdf. Finally, the uncertainty in a predicted cumulant propagates to the predicted distribution and potentially reduces anticipated improvements.
In our examples from Follo and Vå ler, the GCAE approach did produce predictions with a better fit to observed data than possible with the parametric base function. They were, however, without practical importance. The simpler DECILE approach (Gobakken and Naesset, 2004) achieved results that, in the overall balance, were slightly more attractive. It deserves mentioning that the DECILE approach performed significantly better with scaled (0,1) data than with the raw observations because the scaling effectively a priori provides endpoints for the distribution. We also tried the kNN technique for the imputation of a distribution (Packalén and Maltamo, 2008) , and with k ¼ 6, the approach was roughly on par with both GCAE and DECILES (not shown).
Practical applications of the GCAE technique are limited to basis functions (c(t)) with a single mode. A GCAE with c(t) in the form of a mixture distribution is, possible, at least in theory (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965, pp. 754 -764) , but computations will be a demanding challenge. When a target distribution is a mixture of two parametric distributions, the technique of regression-based parameter recovery (Thomas et al., 2008) is appropriate.
Our choice of the beta distribution as the base function reflects the fact that a beta distribution can take many shapes (Johnson et al., 1995, p. 210) . Some of our GCAE predictions resembled a uniform distribution, some were inverse-J shaped, and some suggested two or three local modes. Most DBH and HT distributions resembled a skewed version of a bell curve.
What limits the success and practical utility of GCAE in ALS-aided forest inventory is the poor accuracy of predicted higherorder (≥ 3) cumulants. The same limitation applies to moments, given that the first r moments uniquely define the first r cumulants and vice versa (Johnson et al., 1994, p. 27) . Maltamo et al. (2009a) confirmed that only plot means of ALS canopy heights were needed in kMSN imputation of a diameter distribution; variances and higher moments had weak predictive powers. Interestingly, the higher density of ALS first returns in Vå ler did not present any tangible advantage for the prediction of a tree-size distribution. A result that again confirms that for plot-level regression-based predictions, a high point density of ALS echoes is not a prerequisite (Naesset, 2004b; Gobakken and Naesset, 2008; Magnussen et al., 2010) .
Impractically large field plot sizes will be required to ensure a low variance of a third-and fourth-order cumulant of a target variable (Guttman, 1994 ). An application of the delta technique (Oehlert, 1992) suggests that 1000 trees or more are needed in order to bring the coefficient of variation of a fourth-order cumulant of DBH below 20%.
The multivariate regressions to predict cumulants play a key role for the results. Despite an extensive model search, we failed to find a model that was better (lower root mean squared error) than those presented. This may reflect the rather complex stand structure in most of the study plots. The interspersed hardwoods in most plots contributed disproportionately to the irregularity of the observed size distributions. In more accommodating situations (Breidenbach et al., 2008) , the precision of predicted cumulants may improve. We anticipated a boost in accuracy by limiting our predictions to trees with a DBH greater than or equal to 6 cm and a threshold of 3 m for the ALS canopy heights. To our surprise, no tangible improvement emerged.
A prediction of a joint distribution of diameters and heights would be more attractive in practice than a prediction of the marginal distributions of these two variables. A predicted joint distribution can be used to generate predictions of volume when combined with local or regional volume equations (Brantseg, 1967; Woodall et al., 2011) . Fortunately, the predicted diameter and height distributions can easily be combined into a joint distribution by an application of copulas (Nelsen, 1999; Fischer, 2010; Ene et al., 2012) .
When this study was initiated, we hypothesized that a calibrated cumulant generating function (cgf) (Knight and Satchell, 1997) of ALS canopy heights could serve as a (functional) predictor (Ramsay and Silverman, 1997) of the cgf of a target distribution. Although it was easy to find a second-degree 'transfer' polynomial that minimized the integrated mean squared error between two cgfs, the results were no better than with the more intuitive GCAE approach.
A direct comparison between results from this and related studies is difficult due to a scarcity of informative goodness-of-fit statistics. Unless the uncertainty of a prediction is quantified and taken into account in the statistical inference, a comparison is limited to subjective impressions of fit or interpretation of error indices with unknown properties (Reynolds and Chung, 1986) . Our approach to quantify uncertainty through a stochastic simulation of random replicate realizations of tree sizes facilitates statistical inference. Our approach to the statistical inference laid bares a large uncertainty in a predicted tree-size distribution.
When it is desirable to generate predictions of a tree-size distribution from ALS canopy height data, an analyst has different options. Examples include the parameter-recovery method, the DECILE method, single-tree extraction (aka 'ITC'), nearest neighbour imputations and now the GCAE approach. Each method has strengths and weaknesses. In most cases, the blend and nature of available data will guide the choice. One can envision that ALS cumulants of canopy height will find applications not only in the parameter-recovery method and GCAE but also in kNN and kMSN imputations.
We made the point that the expected value of a cumulant, in contrast to a quantile (David and Mishriky, 1968) , is independent of plot size (area) and, hence, the number of LHT observations. Cumulants as predictors in an area-based regression model will therefore have a greater application domain than a regression with quantiles as predictors (Zhao et al., 2009) . Furthermore, since the number of ALS first returns can vary greatly from one sample plot to another, a quantile-based predictor that is dependent on this number will have a lower reliability than a predictor that has no such dependency. The good results with cumulants of canopy height as predictors of important inventory variables vouch for their use in ALS-aided forest inventories. The use of cumulants as predictors will also reduce the number of potential predictors to a manageable level and reduce the challenge of model and variable selection (Naesset, 1997 (Naesset, , 2002 (Naesset, , 2004a Packalén and Maltamo, 2007; Maltamo et al., 2009a; Vauhkonen et al., 2010) .
Prediction of tree-size distributions
